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•What we understand for “standardization” and  harmonization”?
•Which are the procedures that could be standardized and 
harmonized
•How far can we arrive in standardization and harmonization
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Task 4.4:
Standardization and harmonization of procedures    
Responsibility of subtasks
as stated in the xls file by CSIC:
-Subtask 4.4.1 (Harmonized cruise preparation): OGS
-Subtask 4.4.2 (Standardized logistic procedures): CSIC
-Subtask 4.4.3 (Common experimental protocols): CSIC
-Subtask 4.4.4 (information management procedures): OGS
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Proposed changes for internal use
(All are procedures and over all applied stand. and harmon.)
4.4.1 [Harmonized ] Cruise preparation procedures
4.4.2 [Standardized] Logistic procedures
4 4 3 [C ] i t l d [ t l ]. .  ommon exper men a proce ures pro oco s
4.4.4 Information management procedures
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Proposed changes for internal use
4 4 3 experimental procedures. .   
We propose  to extend experimental to:
•Operational maintainance and calibration 
•Sampling recommendations 
•Analytical recommendations 
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Could be resumed in
Standardization and harmonization of
1. Cruise preparation
2. Logistics
3 Operational and laboratory.    
4. Information management
procedures
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Task 4.4:
Standardization and harmonization of procedures    
How to standardize a procedure and then obtaining a protocol (?)
1. Getting infor. of all (if possible)  existing ways to proceed
2 Id tif i i (?) b t ll (if ibl ) f. en y ng common ssues   e ween a   poss e   o  
them
3. Identifying outputs to be obtained
4. Describing the way (sequentially) and tools or items needed.
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Standardisation and harmonisation of procedures
Who (PI)
Wh (d t )
ScientificVessel & Equip
en a es
Where (area)
What to do (Methods)
ProposalDescription. Which equipment
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Task 4.4:
Standardisation and harmonisation of procedures
Who (PI)
Cruise Planning
. When (dates)
Where (area)
Wh t t d (M th d )a o o e o s
Which equipment
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Standardization and harmonization of procedures
Cruise Plan will define:
•Logistics
•Operational and lab methods intercalibration   , 
•Information Management
(Hierarchy) 
Th h d f i l i ill hen  t e proce ures or cru se p ann ng w  generate t e 
procedures for logistics , operational and info management 
procedures.
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Task 4.4: 
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Starting from Cruise Plan Form must generate
-Medical Form
S f t d ti- a e y recommen a ons
-Live on board info
-General information (customs, insurance,…)
-Technical review/availability
-Equipment form (each)
-Operations recommendations / Form
-Logistics form
-Data Information guidance
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Task 4.4: 
Standardisation and harmonisation of procedures
Review/collect cruise forms from R/V 
G tti i f ti E i te ng n orma on on qu pmen
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Task 4.4:
Standardisation and harmonisation of procedures
Deliverables:
In the DOW it is stated: 
D4.6 Report & guidelines on standard and harmonized 
management procedures (M18, M36)
We intend:
D4.6 Report (M18) & guidelines (M36)
on standard and harmonized management procedures     
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Task 4.4:
Standardisation and harmonisation of procedures
Participants:
i h DOW i i dn t e  t s state : 
all 
we intend: 
all are welcome!
please specify interest and effort    
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Harmonised cruise preparation in liaison with NA2 and 
JRA1 and 2
It is about the cruise planning.
An uniform format for R/V and equipment is a pre-requisite
Everybody on board should know the scope and how to work
A detailed description of the survey is essential
Needed experience and skills of operators has to be detailed
A lot of information is needed
(to perform the research in the best and shortest possible way)
All this points towards standardization of procedures!
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Subtask 4.4.2: 
Standardised logistic procedures (CSIC)   
The logistical operational procedures aimed to optimize       
the costs of the organization of the survey have to be 
discussed and technical support must be assured in 
d l k b dor er to et instrumentation wor  at its est an  to 
obtain the best results possible.
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Subtask 4.4.3:
Common experimental protocols for    
instrumental operations (CSIC)
Mantainance and calibration are standard
procedures to keep instrumentation.
No common protocols can be suggested for       
this scope within the project but…
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Subtask 4.4.3:
Common experimental protocols for    
instrumental operations (CSIC)
A Review of experimental protocols, sampling 
techniques,  analytical procedures, data 
processing protocols and recommendations   , 
and operational methods
could be known through a Questionaire?      
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Subtask 4.4.3:
Common experimental protocols for    
instrumental operations (CSIC)
The objective is to know how the things are 
done inside different research groups and 
vessels.
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Subtask 4.4.4: 
Standardization and harmonization of 
i f ti t dn orma on managemen  proce ures
Information refers to data or also to reports, forms filled, availability of the
R/V and equipment, cruise planning…?
